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Increased concentration of Yb$^{3+}$ and high crystal field strength in RbTiOPO$_4$:Ta single crystal with optimized growth
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Figure S1. Photograph of as-grown RTP:Ta crystal using crystallographic $a$ direction seed. The polymorphism was obviously observed in the layered crystal.

Figure S2. Photograph of the broken RTP:Ta:Yb crystal under the stepped cooling rate of 0.50-0.67 °C/day. The severe inclusions and cracks were grown in the crytsal.
**Figure S1.** Photograph of as-grown RTP:Ta crystal using crystallographic $a$ direction seed. The polymorphism was obviously observed in the layered crystal.

**Figure S2.** Photograph of the broken RTP:Ta:Yb crystal under the stepped cooling rate of 0.50-0.67 °C/day. The severe inclusions and cracks were grown in the crystal.